
PENDLETON + BOWMAN, INC.

Building Restoration

FIELD REPORT # 17 Date: 13-Jan-23

AquaVista WEATHER Cloudy

17155 Front Beach Rd TEMP RANGE 57-39

Panama City Beach, FL 32413

WORK IN PROGRESS

Garage Repairs SITE PERSONNEL

06W Wall Stack Stucco Replacement Pendleton + Bowman, Inc.

V Wall Stucco Replacement & Balcony Repairs C-Sharpe

Pool Deck 

During System Services

garage lighting replacement, 

concrete spalls were exposed

under the old fixtures.  

C-Sharpe went to work, 

exposing the rusted 

rebar, treating it and then 

patching. 

In order to secure the handrails that were loose and unsafe on

the West perimeter wall, the loose concrete was taken

out, forms laid and new concrete poured. The area was

recoated and once ready, handrails will be reinstalled. 
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        "V" wall & balcony

         repairs are nearing

         completion. 

         On West building 

         all the balconies

         are finsihed and

        with the 06 stack

        punch out remaining.

The East building

balconies have all

been completed 

with the far East 

punch out only 

remaining. 

Handrail post pocket repairs are

done where needed on balconies. 

These repairs involve key cutting 

around the posts that are loose 

and removing the concrete all 

the way around and underneath. 

The hole is cleaned out and treated

Then MasterFlow 648 compound

is used to pour the post back into 

place. After curing, the area is 

smoothed out level with the

existing deck. 
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The concrete floor outside the 06W wall was found to 

have dead concrete,as brought out when they were taking 

up the old deck coating. The old concrete was taken out, 

rebar treated, and repoured. Once completed, work on 

the 2nd floor 06W wall continued. Waterproofing was

applied, felt paper, lath & the stucco application in process, 

 shown below. 

The 06W stack pool area wall

had the old, cracking stucco

removed and is in the process 

of reapplying the stucco coating. 
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Concrete repairs were completed on the pool deck to prep for the new waterproofing system. 

Cracked, dead concrete and spalled rebar areas are opened up, cleaned, treated and new

concrete poured. 

      Epoxy was applied around the pool drains to 

      help with sloping and drainage. 

C-Sharpe Project Superintendent, Chris, 

core drilled a 2" hole outside the Association

office to further help with drainage in the 

area. 

Completed new

drain hole. 
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A new concrete curb 

was formed and 

poured in the bottom Dead concrete was

of the spa access hole found on the top SE

per the Board and pool access stairwell, 

Management's and the joint area

request. beside it. This dead 

concrete was 

removed, area 

cleaned, reformed and 

new concrete laid. 

The new flashing was installed

around the Office/Clubhouse 

building. 

The area is first wiped clean with 

Xylene, then a base layer of the 

waterproofing membrane,

HLM 5000 is applied, the flashing is 

then set on top of this and the top 

edge of the flashing is caulked to

complete the sealing process. 
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       The base coat of the waterproofing

       membrane system, HLM 5000 was applied. 

       First, any cracks, joints and drains were all 

       pre-striped and cured out for 48 hours. 

       This membrane base coat is rolled on thick,  

       between 55-65 wet mils (thickness), with 

       one 5 gallon bucket covering approximately

       125 square feet. 

The whole pool deck was covered with

the HLM 5000 membrane. A small area

surrounding the pool has not yet received

the waterproofing system in order to 

make possible pool leakage repairs, if

found needed. 


